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摘要

理过对已经烧过一个周期燃料的再布置.求得最合理的堆兰布置

方案.为此设计了改进的随机搜索策略。为提高搜索的成功丰，采用了

类似于分层抽样的技巧。第一步分别在各层内作随机搜索.求得局布优

化方案，然后再作层问交换，试图求出全局优化方案 o 改进了计算目标

函数的迭代算法，编制了计算机程序，并在 CYBER/180 计算机上对一

模型问题作了计算。结果表明，方法是可行而有效的，既可用于校核先

前的优化方法的结果，也可猫立用于燃料管理的研究。还着重讨论了传

统的 OUT-IN 换料方式的优化过程，对低泄漏燃料管理也作了启示式

的探讨。



OPTIMIZATION OF REFUELING-SHUFFLING SCHEME

IN PWR CORE BY RANDOM SEARCH STRATEGY

Wu Yuan

( BEIJING INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING )

ABSTRACT

A random method for simulating optimization of refueling managemenr in a

pressurized water reactor (PWR) core is describe-d. The main purpose of the opti

mization was to select the ‘best' refueling arrangement scheme which would produce

maximum economic benefits. under certain imposed conditions. To fulfill this goal.

an effective optimization strategy .two-stage random search metho<l was developed.

First. the search was made in a manner similar to the stratified sampling technique.

Al倪al optimum can be reached by comparison of the successive rf: sul阳. Then the

other random experiences would be carried on between. different strata to try to find

the global optimum. In general. it can be used as a practical t∞I for conventional fuel

management scheme. However. it can also be used in studies on optimization of

Low-Leakage fuel management. Some calculations were done for a typical PWR core

on a CYBER-180/830 computer. The results show that the method proposed can ob

tain satisfactory approach at reasonable low computational costs.
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INTROD' TCTION

-:rile optimized . ;el management scheme can minimize total plant energy c田ts to

the extent of desirable 阴阳ibility. It can result in better fuel utilization. longer cycle

length and lower fuel cycle c臼t. In order to find the optimal reloading pattern. de

tailed simulation and analysis must be done.

Thp.Ie are two basic objectives in optimization of fuel management. The first IS

to determine the optimal Iωding pattern. Several approaches that optimize the load

ing core designs have been developed in recent years[loZ] by using various methods

such as linear programming , gradient projection method and so on. The second is to

minimize reload cost by shuffling the previously used fuel assemblies. There seems to

be no certain convenient way in performing the optimization of fuel shuHling pat

terns. The commonly used algorithms are generally based either on direct search or

on analyzing a large number of candidates of loading patternsC I]. Their usefulness de

pends. more or less , on user's practical experience.

The purpose of this paper wa革 to demonstrate an approach of computer simula

tion of automatic optimization pr伺edure of fuel reloading and shuffling patterns in

PWR core. The searching process was based on a series of random experiments im

plemented on computer. To improve efficiency of the optimum search a kind of vari

ance reduction technique was designed. The experiments were performed in a manner

similar to the stratified sampling technique(5] rather thanin th~ usual way 一

straightforward approach. A program in FORTRAN 77 was developed and some cal

culations were performed for a typical PWR core of eightfold symmetry with conven

tional Out-In fuel management scheme. It t∞k approximately 6 min CPU time on a

CYBER-180/830 computer to simulate a whole operating cycle.

The analysis concludes that the method being described here is preferable com

pared to hit-or-miss approach in simulating the optimum search of reloading and shuf

fling patterns. In general , it can be used as a practical to 01 for conventional fuel

management scheme. However , it can also be used in studies on optimization of

Low-Leakage fuel management provided that there may be a variant objective func

tion to be used and a variety of constraints to be imposed.

1 OPTIMIZA:rION PROBLEM
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1.1 Objective

The objective (unctiol‘ of the optimization and im萨泊ed constraints are of the

first to be determined. It severely depends on the sc叫)e of the 呻timization problem.

In the 叩timization of the PWR loading core design. for example. the objective may

be maximizing the end-of-cycle K .fl. or the cycle length for a given set of fuel assem

blies. 缸) far as the refueling management in ac田lventional manner is concerned. the

objecti四 of optimization is to find the most suitable arrangement of the fuel assem

blies'in ∞re in various operating cycles. The arrangement sh饵lid provide the desir

able pow町 distri~tion and depletion history. so that the best fuel utiliz川>n and cy

de ec佣omics may be achieved. The optinuzed solution will be obtained bv a spe、:ific

searching proceciure lmder a set of constraints to ensure that the reactor:; of 阴阳回

到atlons operate safely and economically_

In accordance wi:h the objective of fuel shu££ling problem.the radial power pei岖，

ing factor to be chωεn as the objective function is suitable. The intention of th t: opti

mizatωn is to minimize the objective under (\ series of constraints_

It is tf) be emphasized tl-at the specific choice of the objt:ctive function does not

limit the generality in the lise of optimization method.

I- 2 COD.'ilrainls

The constraints impo:-;ed at the initial f:me of a refueling cycle arc;

(I) In consideration of the safety limitations. the maximum radial I-pin power

peaking factor f'p,n must 阮 limited by a E(iven vallie to meet the thermal desi~n limits

at an acceptable safety level. that is.

/....f11ftζ Fpr

The value of Ppr is determined by operation analysis and safety assessmnt of rt'

actor. F pin can be estimated from embedding calculatior of assemblies.

(2) The effective multiplication factor Ke f( is not less than a given vtllu噎 K.. to

ensure that the :sufficient refueling cycle length will be reached. It means that the re帽

fueling period T is not less than a given value 1-, which has been determined by ana

Iyzing the operating economics of power stations.

K'fi--;::K芒 and 1·ζ7二

(3) The initial or maximum boron concentr::l tion Ch must be limited hy iI cerlain

value.

c\\«(o)ζC\I....n

to prevent the occurrence of iI positive moderator temperature coefficien t. Cn.mo • can

be determined by the calculatior of the core physics and safety analysis.
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( 4) The total c侃trol rod worth sf阳Id n硝 be less than certain valu臼 which

were 创ermined from safety consideration.

(5) The町mmetry of fuel arnngem四t in the c田哇. if there is. must be main

tained in the iX缸tic曹 of shuffling fuel assembl白.

The αmstraints listed above can be formulated in a gen町al fann:

li(.)ζdi i = 1.2.3.…(I)

2 FUEL MANAGEMENT SCHEME

The fuel management scheme being discussed here was ch由四部 a reference for

demonstration of the optimization algorithm. It is a representation of the standard

three-batch reload design with Out-In fuel cycle which is of currently in wide ~.

Z. I lailia' L崎曲唱 Pattern

The fuelloading pattern of a typical PWR core is shown i.1 Fig. 2. The core is

composed of 157 fuel assemblies which are grouped into thr四 batches (Batch A. B.

C). Their enrichments are different fT'佣1 batch to batch. The high-enriched fuel as

semblies .Iabeled as Batch C. are arranged on the periphery of the core. where the

power density is low. The medium and low-enriched ones.labeled as Batch B and A

respectively. are loaded on the interior of the core in an approximate ch~kerbo.，rd

阳ttern. it can be expected that a low power peaking or a sm∞th 阳'，lIer distribution

may be obtained.

Z. Z Rei侃dinr: and Shuffling Patterns

At the end of the first cycle of exposure. the once也Jrned Ba tch A assemblies

are discharged from the core. The Batch C assemblies. which have been burned for

one cycle t∞. are removed and reinsertoo to the 归sitions that Batch A assemblies

were I出ated prior , except for the center one which will be replaced with the lowest

burned assembly of Batch A being discharged after Cycle I. The rl∞m that Batch C

assemblies were occupied earlier are loaded with an equal number of fresh fuel a~m

blies. The Batch B assemblies will be retained for another cycle.

At the end of the second cycle , Batch B assemblies which have been b:Jrned for

two cycles are already discharged from the core. The Batch C assembli~s are r~moved

and reinsened to the positions that the Batch B ones were located before. The r∞m

being made just now , will be loaded with fresh fuel assemblies. The B:~tch A as.'!em

blies will remain unchanged.

The refueling procedure at the end of Cycle 3 is similar tothat of Cyc1-: 1, and 如
5



on.

3 OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES

Because of the extensive dimenslonality of the problem.specified strat喃自 are

int町白ted in the implementa!ion of an au阳natic 句沈阳lization c回回阳ter p民再gram.

3. I OpIi.uza... F町回
Though the radial power peaking is ch恼e 目 the objective function. however.

the 呻Itimization algorithm being discussed here is independent of the choice of the ob...

)eCtIYe.

The objective function can be expressed as

Wp = .I (u) C:)

Where J is a functional mapping ,. onto R. ,. and R are Hilbert :md real numl陀r

spaces respectively. The control variable u represents enrichment. burnup of fuel :md

poison. and/or other 阳rameter. It is in turn a function of the IX>sition of the i1~sem ...

b~i at the end of cycle. ~ote that u is a vector of the components of which rt'pre~ent

parameters of individual as.'lemblies.

Consider a su~t U that satisfies the constraints mentiojcd alx)\'"e (归呛叫.1>

U = {ulu E ". J!， (ul ζ d， .V i}

The optimization problem is to choose a certain u' that

帽 'ε u

..' (u' )ζ./(u) \ Vu ε u

(3)

(4 )

3. Z Optimi7.aIit)n Method

so far as the optimization of fuel shuffling problem is concerned. the existence of

the optimal solution is certainly undoubted. Since each core has its 叩ecified rl'1o.,dinR

design and the 寸andidates of shuffling patterns are limited in number. theoretically.

there exists a optimal solution for a given fuell()..，din~ pattern. However. it is difficult

to obtain the optimum even though some simpl;fies are made. The difficulty lies in

that.there is no explicit formulation of objective Vs control variables.not to mention

to the computational complexiry. The effects of these variables upon the objective are

carried into eXf>Cution by no means of numerical variation hut hy meam~ of their di!l

crete position exchanges. Moreover. the knowledge that have heen got in the previ

ous searches can be seldom user!, if ever , a再 CI guide to the next searching procedure
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with the direction oc 段嗨)e in which the 叩timum may be located. Hence a guass

without any practical hit has to be tried in 提quential sean+es.

In generah. a kind of enumeration method was c田nmanly used. Exhausting all

阳回国t白. the number of 阳ttems to be sea配ted may re缸h in the 回d町 of magni

tude of that of full permutation of the shuffled a崎mblies. Even for 侃.e-eighth ∞段 it

istrm1fl畸销路1y lar~ yet nO! or so). Th倒gh this is an extreme sit咀归on an a pes

si~tic view. it is indeed a cons叫田nce of a practical choice that 臼n be selected. For

example. in the using of linear PI咱ramming as an 叩，timization to:埠. if each i~ividu

al II田I assembly is considered画 a control variable. the dimensionality will become to

the same magnitude[I'}J. The straightforward rand田n search (hit-or-miss l\1onte Car

10) method is an alternative apprωch. but it can not provide a acceptable solution in

reasonable computational cost or time either. l\ practical method of two :;tep opti

mization was pf(lJlI.泊ed l.yauthor ,J·t ,. It can yi~kl desirable re-ults with low computa

tional cωt5. 队It there is no ~uarantee that the obtained scheme ill tbe real optimum.

To verify it this modified random experiment mdh(对 was deve(o(阳I.

3. Z. I General pri配iplr 01' 5Iralific:alinn

When one hopes to find the optimum by random search approaches. he milY play

a lCamc of chance in :;electing a try from a popuL1tinn. l'. g. defined by (3). A:;"o('iat

~-d with each try there ill a SCl)re 一-- assessment of the objecti..·e. If the J.!am贮 hall

been played enouJ.!h times the best score would be the expected solution. Since th, sta

tistical error is proportional to the factor 1/N 1
·;. where .'\' is the number of searchin~

fries. it leacls to !lX) many searches in order to obtain a good result.

To limit the number of assemhly exchanftcs. the replacement of the individual

assemblies should not be based 佣 purely random tries. but on som~ 叩ecific dcsi~ned

strategies. There are two primary control variable:; 一-- the buτnup of B.-1tch C as

~mbly and the position to be shuffled in Zone A. One may hope to choose the vilri

abies in a subset of the population that will empha~ize the expected contribution to the

ohjective. Th臼e which lead to expected score will be treated with much importance.

Take the first refueling cycle as an example. where I知fch A a阳emblies are clis

charged and Zone A should be replaced wirh &I tch C a5.."Iemblies which h;lVc 协m

burned for one cycle. Because of the discrepancy of the power di!ltribution between the

assemblies located in different positions , the burnups or B.1tch C a5sembli凹 will he

varied

http://Asswi.it-


pow町 distribution. In c田lSideration of this. the d回~r burned a坦ef(mbli~ of 坠Itch

C will be repl缸eel into the inner positions of Zon~ A. and the lower burned on~ will

be placed ill outer positions.

The Batch C assemb监回 are grouped into l5e~ral strata.缸cording to the depths

of their bumups. The positiω$ of zone A .except for the 四nter 创'le o are divided into

the~ number of strata cones阳tdently. 缸且ppose. there are N fuel a附mbli臼 an

&te:h C. and N assnnbly positions in Z田le A. They are divided into K :strata r叫町

ti四.y. The highest burned N I assemblies c明\Sist the stratum 儿. tM 挺cond highnt

burned N z assemblies consist the stratum Sz. and so on. That 白. the fuel enrich

ments of once burned fuel ~mblies in diff~rcnt strata inc~ase monotonously with

increasing of the stratum in dices.

1'';1< 句〈… <""'K

The room in Zone A which has been made b)" fuel dischar~e at the t"nd of "yelr is

divided into K strata according to their distance from the core center. Tht"' RJean dis

tanc臼 of different strata increase monotonou::-Iy with increasinJ( of the stratum in

dic~.

d. l < d ",z < … < d SK

N I ..;.... Nz ……←入飞=入
v

The assemblies in B'ltch C bdonginJ( to rhe stratum S. can be plilCt."C1only in those

阳sitions of zone :\ th;.r belong to the stratum S. tIX). That is. in shu£flin~ tilt' fuel

as~mbly rearrangement occurs only in the Solme stratum.

It i.~ clear that. with K = I • it be comes the ordinal random search meth()(1 with

ω t any biasing samples being implemented at all. With K = .\'. the me创th<阳叫x叫I turns tο

the deterministic one -一→ a specific a叩pp阳ro佣ac巾h based on former kn阳\0川阳叽w如c1~萨e. In that

case. each stratum is com阳帽cd of one and only onf" a5附mbly. The &,tch C ;I~:'t'm

blies are number~d according to their depths of hurnups and the PQl'ition:; of Zone A

are numbered according to their di5tances from the core center uniquely. The itSl呼m

blies are replaced into the Zone /\ one by one. provided the number of a:;附mhly find

that of 严)Sition are right matched. Thi!'\ is exactly what mentioned in the :,rt'vious

study ell.一… one of the strategies u阳1 as prClctical approaches of optimizCl tion of the

refueling prohlem. It is consequence of the guess based on the former studies which

were shown to give feasible re5ulrs.

3. z. % HtllinK d'ki~ncy
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The randomness of the ~arch process will decreaa as the number of strata on

cnase. because the more the strata are u挺d .the m但曹 the artificiaUy imposed c田ldi

由JnS ha四 to be adopted. The number of searches to be tried will 出cmasr accordingly

描It瞻 number of strata increas回. The pr吨)Onion of hitting probability of the hit-or

miss method to that of the stratified sampling isl/(N 门四 l/[(N/IO ! JI:. Whe~

N is the number of assemblies being shuf也d. and K is the number of the selected

strata. This ~ads to the question how many strata to be :selected are 割itable. The an

swer d饵~nds 俑. in general. the number of userr.blies to be由uffled. With an one

eighth c田曹 configuration. f，田 exam帅. the number Emy be 10 or so. In pre段时 Clr

cum.stances. the author. from his numerical t:'Der~ence. sugg~ts that two strata he

taken. Tht prol:陆bility making success in one observation may increase f..om I!10 !

to 1/(5 ! )~. That is. one can get savings of factor 100 or more. Fig. 3 shows an ex

ample l.! stratification of the fuel assemhlies. Two strata are divided automatically by

the pr嘻ram accordin~ to the strategies r.1entioned above.

Thus. the method will become from stochastic to determini:>tic{\s the numher of

strata increase fr时n 1 to .Tt.,.r. Generally. in a random game. whenever a stochastic

process is replaced by a deterministic one the variance may t~ expected to (Iecrease.

Therefore. it s四ms that the stratified S<1mp1ing technique sug~ested here is reason

able and suitable for practical use.

3.3τwo-SeaRa Search Approach

3. 3. I General d，臼cripe胁"

The optimum {\rrangement of rei叩d patterns is determined by ~arching the

shuffling patterns of :he depleted fuelassemblies in Zone t\. using th e- m哨Jifiecl ran

dom search method. It is necessa盯ry to s顶阳占O】巾lye the neutron di刊ffu阳5叮ICοln et叫Ill;刮，t巾tioο】m~阳~ f扣or e罚川，盯:

fuel configuration of the C∞or陀E巳. Making a compari~n of the 【0.让h加'JeC口tivelli be肆削tw呐we院阳e凹n> the

succnsive twO core configurations. tht better one will be 姐ved. As the optimizin~

~arches proceed with the modified sampling techniques. the maintained configuration

approach四 to adesir;tble pattern. step-by-step. that yields the optimal power distri

hution as CI怖e {\s possible. as long as a sufficient num.胃r of tries are performed.

To limit the number of the shuffling tries. at the firststage. the exchan~e:l are

allowed only between the assemblies belonging to the ~me stmtum. It is obvious that

the stratified sampling technique can reduce the computing time by eliminating a large

number of core confiliturations that probably



(士在 =ω

seardlllldhod is ttw global叩tim'JIIl solution. TI陡峭htt snrdling proce蜡s have to

be 臼rried oft to ，i\国ify it.

At the second st.. the uchanges a陀 carried out betWttll thediffennt strata.

Bccau:配 the rest且It obtained st唔曹 I is ncar to the 叩tim四n. the c喃自guration should

beαm辑rved oft the whole. Hena the e-xd\3n~ 白 performed only between a 阳ir of

踊...hlies at a time. An assembly of stratum乳白uchanged.ith回~ of t~ stratum

5z l'UICIomly. With the 阳w configuration. the ~irru坦xl (ablation is ~rformn.l.

The rault obtained is then c田npa~ with th~ f，田阳r. the- local 叩timum. and th~

better 倒挺白 C回回rvm. Then it is nchangfti with OM of the stratum SJ' and so

f创h. TM procNure is similar to the random projection m~d四. From a practical

point of叩w. the result obtainul finally may be- COl四dercd as the gloh., I 刑mlllm.

And it must be also verified with the constraints imposd to 创uure s..,fene:'.'I anl.1nrht-r

demands. 臼 mentioned in Stttion ].

J. 3. 1 Snrdti吨 Pr，舵ftlUft

T~ schematic dia~ram of the 叫)timiz.1tion searching procedure is shuwn in Fi~.

]. To be- hrief. only two strata have ~n consider~.

St~ ]. Input the stratum parameters. including the number of stmta to 1)tO di

vidul (:2. in this case). diagram of stratifiC'ationof Zone :\ (or Zone 阳.

St~ z. Initialization. Set the counter N (:>earching number)时) I. the ,;alue of

the objective function to a initial value .I..

St叩 3. Divide H.,tC'h C assemblie- into K (= Z) sltata .acl"OnlinJ;t to their tl t"pth~

of burm啡) at the end of cycle.

St叩 4. Take the al'.~mbli~ bel佣~inJ.t to stratum I. and real'"f;lO~tc" them r;m

domly in stratum I of Zone A. For the al\sembly :'\0. j (j= 1.2. ….N I ). selKt a

random number r. from the uniform distribution in the interval [f). 1]. ]f there oc

eun the event 1 while the inequality

三EJi 〈 r4 手EJJE
1= I. 2.… .N, (5)

is satisfied.then place the assembly No. j in the Ix~itic:n No.1 of Zane A. no the pro

cess repeatedly until all a5.~mblies in the stratum 1 life placed finillly.

In the course of a5l1embly rearrangement. if must bP Ftllarilnfe曹d fh i1t neither ~(I1l

nor duplication of the ils5embly numbPr will OCl"lIr in anYp05ition. and t he ei~htfold

symm创ry will be milintilined.

Step 5. Rearr;mge il!'semblies r.ndomly in the lItratum Z. h i~l"imil;tr to that of

10



Step 4.

Fig. 1 Flow Diagram

Step 6. Compute.the objective function (see Appendix). Set the value f() .f l'

Step 7. Compare the objective values. If .f 1 is less than J口， then save J 1 and cur

rent configuration and go to Step 8. Otherwise go to 8 directly.
11



Step 8. Add 1 to the counter N.

Step 9. If N is great臼 than N r...' a given value , go to 10 (Stage 11). Otherwise

go to 4 to repeat the process.

Step 10. Initilization.

Step 11. Select an assembly from stratum 1 randomly. If there vccurs a random

number r the inequality (5) il:> satisfied , then select the assembly No. I.
Step 12. Select an assembly from stratum 2 randomly. It is similar to that of

11.
Step 13. Exchange two assemblies which have been selected in Step 11 and 12

respectively. The one-eighth core symmetry must be maintained while exchanging.

Step 14. Compute the objective funct:or.. Set the value to J t •

Step 15. Compare the objective values. If J 1 is less than Jo , then save J 1 and

.:-urrent configuration and go to Step 16. Otherwise go to 1Gdirectly.

Step 16. Add 1 to the counter M.

Step 17. If M is greater than M町， a g;ven value. finish with the obtained re

suit. Othprwise go to 11 to repeat.

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

4. 1 Numerical Results

BATCH I' n.

;;二
7μ νI:

I'OSITIOI' 1'0.
正

tiS

;马fds
叭" 7"

II f E

54 ~~ 74

6" I" 6" 自" I:PJ;n < 目 C

4:1 :)3 6:1 n
4‘…、.

I' 6" I" II" 7"
A H A E E

~2 52 6') 72 R2

6" I" 6" 1·1" 1\ 7"H ，、 H C
,.-
I'"
:~ I I I I I I I I ‘二 X
, II I :~I I 31 , 41 , ,>I , 61 I 71 I 民， I
L.___四- -~-…--_._- -- --...… ____L______~_______ ‘...______~_ ____J

口

Fig. Z A Model Core Arrangement
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The reference model of one-eighth core is shown in Fig. 2. It r叩resents the fuel

assembly arrangement of a PWR core. A whde assemble that appears in the figure as

a square block represents eight assemblies located in eightfold symmetry 怀>sitions. A

half block that appears as a rectangle or a triangle represents four assemblies and so

on. There are 11 Batch A blocks that represent 53 assemblies of lowest enrichment.

including the center one. The Ba tch B which consists of S2 assemblies of medium en

richment appears in the Fig. 2 as 8 assembly blocks. The remainder 7 blocks repre

sent other 52 assemblies of the Batch C with the highest enrichment. Thus. 26

blocks represent altogether 157 assemblies of full core. Its material descriptions are

set out in Table 1. 1. The bathes of the fuel assemblies is shown in Table 1. 2.

Table 1. 1 Malerial descr;plions of assemblies

Itt 八十25H，O

Zrl A+ lH20-← 24R，对

B十25H，O3#

No. i 斗阳川川挝m叫n即…p

iμ~~J\」二2旦'0咱灿川B如川川+刊刊l口7叩Hι2ρO

! 9笃笃 C+ IH ，O+Zμ』Roωd

i10岱 I C+IZ'咆十 l口3H ，【O>

4刊π 13+ 8铲刊咆。B十 l口7H 20 i lPt I C+16'刊。归十 9H2(ο>

丁7王土宅E函面E丐芭二(川口川;-rH时2ρO( …二i;L;「7
」主止J兰巳旦t止止- 9些?咬丝Lμ牛-伫土 5.5.芝?飞.(l!土la HId•

7 rl I ←川，0 14 :1 I A+ lH，O牛 AR

Note , (D A ，日.C 一_. Enrichment , (2) Z5H，O 一- 25 water gaps , (3) 16""B-_.- 16 hurnahle poison roos ,
(

A~!lt'mbly No.

Table I. 2 Fuel batches

21 32 41 43 52 54 61 63

ZZ 31 33 42 44 51 5.3 55 62 71

64 65 72 73 74 81 82

A

C

I

Batch

To maintain one-eighth core symme

try , care must be taken to assure that the

sh uffled assemblies conserve center-line

and diagonal symmetry with those at oth

er positions. That is , a whole assembly

can be replaced with other whole assem-

bly , a half assembly can be replaced with

other half one , moreover , a whole one can be also replaced with two halves simu\t，卜

neously and vice versa.

A whole cycle of the reactor operation was simulated. The calculation was done

with one-eighth core configuration. A precise depletion calculation of the core m四lei

was performed in CYBER 180/830 computer. The results are shown as follows.
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4. 1. 1 Changes in val u白。r Kon and boronωn四ntration

Table 2 presents the expωure history of Cycle I. that demonstrates the changes

in Kerf and soluble boron concentration CavS time (full-power operation days).

Table 2 K... and C. Y5 time

DAYS 。 2 5 10 20 50 100 150 200 250 300

K.ll 1. 1109 1. 0911 1. 0825 1. 0759 1. 0690 1. 0585 1. 0481 1. 0433 1. 0313 1. 0275 1. 0121

c..
1051. 4 958.5 894.2 831.2 114.6 618.2 591. 2 533.4 459.5 338.4 152.3

ppm

4. 1. 2 Optimization of fuel shurfling

Fig. 3 illustrates the stratification of the assemblies. There only two strata are

divided both in Zone A and Ba tch C.

Table 3 and 4 show the procedure of the two-stage random search of the opti

mum shuffling pattern in the end of Cycle 1. To save the computing time. a limitation

of the number of searches was set up prior. In order to optimize a practical problem.

it is meaningless to make too many searches. Because there are some limitations that

affect the accuracy of the optimization. The出 limitations will be discllssed later.

Ther甘are a suitable near-optimal solution will have to be accepted.
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Fig. 3 The Stratification of Fuel Assemblies

At the first stage 20 searches were carried out. The local optimum (No.7) was

obtained by comparison of these results. Other 10 searches were performed in the

second stage by exchanging two assemblies located in different strata. There is no

better result being found in Stage -I. From a practical point of view. the local opti-

14
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mum is the desired rei倒d pattern. The detailed shuffling apprl佣ches are shown in

Table 5.
τable 3 De searches ill 'lie rirst stage

SEARCH
W, K..,

No.
1. 4076 1. 0907

z 1.3759 1. 0900
3 1. 4359 1. 0902
4 1. 3909 1. 0897
5 1.4027 1.0899
6 1. 3615 1. 0893
7 1.2993 1. 0896

•

「一--r
1. 3301
1. 3702
1. 4568

-
「
「
厂
「

1. 0910
1. 0904
1. 0896

20 I. 410~ 1. 0915

Table .a The searches in thr 贸cond stage

一-fT」一"' 」土一
一十一←才13:-十一::在一-

IF 一了一一丁丁丽一)寸一丁口 886

Table 5 Optimum shurrling approach

Once-burned

72!7ls222t 1"

65 I 8内81 I '" I 7噜•64 73 82 65
( Batch C)

Determin…istic'["') 31 I 22 I 51 33 62 42 53 44 71 55
--•-"-

Stochastic' 44 I 51 I 55 71 62 42 22 33 31 53

• : The ccnter assembly (阳.11) is replRced with the lowest burned a附mbly of Batch A 例。. 55) which has
hecn just di!ICharged.

The comparison between two methods indicates that the stochastic method can

give a better result (lower peaking (actor[3] .1. 2993 versus 1. 314 7) than determinis

tic d但如 and the computational time does not increase significantly. It took 320日，

CPU lime on the CYBER 180/830 computer for simulating the operating history of a

whole ,:ycle. including refueling optimization.

4. J. 3 Application to low-leakage fuel management

The method presented here is not restricted to application of conventional fuel

15



mana~ment. It can be applied to the low-leakage case. As an example. a model

problem of a initialloading pattern like a low-leakage scheme is solved. Fig. 4 shows

the 叩timum loading pattern.

-一....x

P l'
A

65

V 10' ~. ."C B A

54 64 74

II" 3" .0' 3"
Y C B C B

43 53 63 73

V阶•
II" " II" 3" S" t"

C A C B R ，飞

32 42 52 62 72 12

." II" I' II" 3" 5"
A C A C R B

...-
I I"

r : I I I
I 11 ! 21 , 31 I 41 I 51 I 61 I 71 !且 I !
..._-----品---_.._-……--…___ ____~_____ _.&._______...____ __..L.__ ___~

Fig.4 Low-Leakagt Loading Pattern

The objective of the low-leakage fuel loading is to maximize the cycle length

with a practical value of power peaking constraint.

In this example. the integral of K e" over the cycle life time was chosen as the ob

jective function. The imposed constraint is chosen to ensure that. the power peaking

must be m3intained within a sp配ified limit throughout the cycle:

Wp < 1. 50

The optimized low-leakage core configuration proposed here can enlarge the cycle

length. It was increased by up to 50 days incomp3rison with conventional design.

The increase in cycle length primarily results from the reduction of neutron leakage at

the core periphery. Moreover. it is accompanied with the benefit of significant reduc

tion of the neutron f1uence levels at the core and the pressure vessels. It is preferable

to load the core initially with the conventional manner than to start a tradition to low

leakage fuel management at a equilibrium cycle , for example from 6-th cycle.

The purpose of this example is to demonstrate. in a heuristic meaning. the capa

bility of the method to obtain roughly optimized results for Low-Leakage scheme. As

compared with th哥 conventional scheme. additional complexity has arisen from a

large number of burnable absorbers required to control the power peaking for the sake

of safety consideration. Increased efforts are needed to make the method to be a real-

16



istic and versatile t∞1 in studying on low-leakage fuel management. However. it can

be expected that the random search method has a large potential prospect in 四lving

this problem.

4. 1 Condusions

From both numerical experiments and relevant analysis it can be concluded that.

the algorithm proposed here for automatically se~:-ching the optimum is preferably

compared to the straightforward hit-or-miss approach in simulating optimization of

rei侃ding and shuffling patterns. With alternative objective function the method is al

so valid in the optimum searching. It is not only suitable for conventional fuel man

agement scheme. but also can be used in studies on optimization of Low-Leakage fuel

management. provided adifferent objective function to he used and a variety of con

straintsto be imposed.

The feasibility of the method was tested by a model problem mentioned above.

In general. it Can provide an approximate optimum design of fuel reloading and shuf

fling patterns as close as possible. as long as a sufficiency of searches are performed.

But there are some practical limitations. The optimization of quantity and I四川ion of

bUrI1able poison rods is not taken to be account. The calculated values of the a吕sembly

burnups are always different from that in practical operating conditions. The ability

of this method in finding the ‘idealoptimum' is limited mainly by the practicilllimi

tations. rather than the inherent characteristics of the method. A further advance

should be made along with the study of tht topic discussed here.

With respect to the stratification technique some mention should be made. Since

the stratification within Zone A (or B) is carried out by an input stratum diagram

which has been plotted prior manually , and that within Batch C is performed autφ

matically according to the former. There is certain flexibility in stratification to fit the

structure of the stratum to (ifferent objectives.
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APPENDIX A

DIFFUSION CAL'αJLATlONS

Numerical calculation of the objective function consumes asignificant portion of

run time. To solve 9his problem efficiently and accurately. an improved algorithm

with efficient ac四leration techniques has been designed.. The following is devoted to a

summary of the survey of the algorithm being used.

A. I Solution or The Dirrusion Equations

The twcrgroup formulation of the neutron diffusion equations can be written as

follows:

- '\! • D, (r ,/) '\!现 (1'川+ 2:，..4'，(，.川 = 5,(1',0

rε !'2; g= 1.2 (l)

where

协h￡[vZ产。吼叫+νZJl川] (1. 1)

Sz(r. t) = ~ 1ρ，。φI (r ,t) (1. 2)

The boundary conditions are given by:

-D,'\!φ，，(，.，t) 二 A，φK (2)

where

Ag =j(2 ,,DJl/ZF

L 0 ;

rε rl

rε rZ

r 1 + r z = (J{J (2. 1)

Where , the standard notations are used.

First. the depletion period is divided into several timeintervals and the quasi

static approximation for the flux over each time interval is performed. At a given

time interval. the solutions of the system of equations (I) with the boundary condi

tions (2) areequivalent to that of a stationary point of the appropriate functionals

such as

J，=iL阳1') 'vφs例.\7吃例+句叫肌Ls，叫川。

+ ttA ,4'J: (1'
(3)

Eq.3 can be discretized by FEM. The formalism is expressedin the matrix form as
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where

Aφ+J二Bφ=0
a、ftl

φ= (仇，仇y

(4)

A= 「:1
The numerical solution of the discretized diffusion eq. (4) involves the eigenvalue

iteration based on the inv町se pow町 method and calculation of the fluxes based on

matrix inversion (Cho~臼ky LDLT factorization).

A.2 Accelerat协nT，配hniques

To solve 吨. (4). the following iteration scheme are used with the acceleration

techneques designed for improving the convergence.

I . With the initial guesses of the eigenvalue and eigenfunctions the free-itera

tions( without acceleration) have been performed for 4 to 6 times.

U • Then Chebyshev acceleration ieratioin are performed(6 to 10 ierations).

Firl;t. define gradient vector

G=(酌 .gZ)T

For the k-th iteration. it is ~iven by

Gh=-e-brIW> (5)

The optimal extrapolation factors are calculated by using well-known formu

l<le[lz] •

The ieration process can be accelerated while the fluxes are expressed in terms of

the linear combinations of the flux and gradient components of previous iteration.

That is

gl(的= - CZ>j(的十比All -1 [B114J俨十 B川

~l忡。= ~l.) + aWg:.) + P
(t)[~jH - ~j←1>J

g~
忡1'= 一观的+ Azz -IAu lf'lH I>

，~H I> = ，~.， + aWglH J) + p<.，[，~.， 一粥--I吁

And the approximation of the eigenvEliue 0=1/K. ,,) is

(6)
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Kω"'U = K..，(ω< (cJ)CA) + G"勺 ，B(f)ω+ G(A) >.(...." = K .,r' ~ --< (~t-; +·G-;')-)- ，~t»' ~ (7)

• . Other 3 free-iterations are performtd to implemt-nt the whole sy如m rebal

anre. This procedure is netdtd for preventing fco , :l the pc黯iLility of 田currence of

negative fluxes &a some 阳nts that are mainly locattd near the core-refl配tor inter

face.

IV. Finally , Lin Qun's extrapolation(• I] is used for further accelerating the

eigenvalue iteration.

The procedure can ~ summarized briefly asfollows.

The eigenvalue problem to be solved can ~ written in the matrix form as

1
~(/) = M O.)(/); A=一一 (8)

K."

Suppose the approximation of solution is ，<ω. The normalization factor is calcu

lared as follows;

Ler

Then

(N<的 )2 = (M ().)I%>\O气 φ(0) 】

EI(@)=vEJJI十 ν 2:，卢zzEz(@〉 =ZI几

(NIO.)2 = 去向(/)<0) .;i川 + (E2 «(/)(川

(9)

(1 0)

Suppose. for i> O. ,lY) and ;(/) have been obtained already. then i 十 l-rh results

are;

(N叩 (11)

(1 2)
Ali+υ= (E1 (CD们勺，衔。〉

N(O)Nω- (E2 (CD(;η ，哟。〉

Because the Lin Qun's extrapolation techr，叫ue only converges at high rate once

the flux shape approxmates to the real solution • it may give the ideal results in com

bination with the u臼 of Chebyshev acceleration technique.
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